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ABSTRACT
Current reputation systems in online labor markets (e.g., Freelancer,
PeoplePerHour) experience three major shortcomings: (1) reputa-
tion in�ation (i.e., reputation scores are in�ated to “above average”
values) (2) reputation attribution (i.e., attribution of reputation
scores to individual skills is unfeasible) and (3) reputation staticity
(i.e., reputation scores are uniformly averaged over time). These
shortcomings render online reputation systems uninformative, and
sometimes even misleading. This work proposes a data-driven ap-
proach that de�ates reputation scores by solving the problems of
reputation attribution and saticity. The de�ating process starts with
projecting any random set of skills to a set of competency dimen-
sions. For each competency dimension, a Hidden Markov Model
estimates a contractor’s current (but latent) competency-speci�c
expertise. Aggregation of competency-speci�c estimates provides
expertise predictions for any given set of required skills. Empirical
analysis on 61,330 completed tasks from a major online labor mar-
ket shows that the resulting estimates are de�ated and they better
predict contractor performance. These results suggest a series of
implications for online (labor) markets and their users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online labor markets such as Peopleperhour and Freelancer con-
nect buyers with contractors around the globe to accomplish a
diverse set of tasks. These tasks span multiple categories, including
web development, graphic design, accounting and sales and mar-
keting. On par with other online platforms, online labor markets
have experienced an accelerated growth in the past decade [43]. A
typical transaction in these markets starts with a buyer posting a
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job description. Contractors who are looking for opportunities sub-
mit their job applications to relevant jobs. The buyer then chooses
to hire one (or more) contractor(s) from the pool of applicants.
Once hired, the contractors complete the task and receive the pre-
arranged compensations.

To identify the best candidate for each opening, buyers assess a
series of observed and latent characteristics of the available con-
tractors. Observed characteristics include the contractors’ skills,
work histories, and certi�cations. Latent characteristics include
the contractors’ true knowledge and abilities. The existence of la-
tent characteristics, the heterogeneity that appears in the observed
ones [26], and the interactions between the two create an uncertain
environment of information asymmetry [4].

To reduce information asymmetry and help buyers make better-
informed hiring decisions, online labor markets have developed
reputation systems. Contractors get rated for the tasks they com-
plete, and these ratings become part of their online resumes. Buyers
then consider the contractors’ past performance as a signal for fu-
ture performance. In theory, such reputation mechanisms should
inform and facilitate buyers’ choices. In practice however, current
reputation systems experience three major shortcomings:

• Reputation in�ation: In online labormarkets, raters feel pres-
sure to rate “above average” [14]. At the same time, contrac-
tors who receive low ratings are unable to get hired. As a
result, they leave the market and look for alternatives, or
rejoin with di�erent credentials [20]. These two synergic
forces result in a highly in�ated rating distribution [14, 19].

• Reputation attribution: Current reputation systems in online
labor markets provide a uni-dimensional accumulated repu-
tation score for each contractor [41]. Because these markets
support heterogeneous distributions of skills and quali�ca-
tions [26], accurate attribution of accumulated reputation
scores to individual skills is unfeasible. For instance, consider
a contractor who completes a task that requires java, SQL
and python and receives a feedback score 9/10. Does this
score capture the contractor’s performance on java, on SQL,
on python, or on any combinations of those skills?

• Reputation staticity: Over time, contractors evolve, as they
gain expertise on skills that they repeatedly use. Current
reputation systems however uniformly average received rat-
ings to provide an aggregate score, thereby assuming that
the latent expertise of a contractor does not change over
time [27].

The end result of these shortcomings is that current reputation
scores are often uninformative and sometimes even misleading.

This work proposes a data-driven framework that directly solves
reputation attribution and reputation staticity, and, indirectly, de-
�ates the reputation distribution. The framework �rst incorporates
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word embeddings to project skills into a set of competency di-
mensions. For each one of these competency dimensions a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) uses observed signals to dynamically esti-
mate a contractor’s competency-speci�c level of expertise. These
estimates are a solution to reputation attribution, as they map ex-
pertise to speci�c skillsets. Because the HMMs allow contractors to
dynamically evolve to various expertise states, they provide current
estimates of expertise (solution to reputation staticity). Aggregation
of competency-speci�c expertise estimates provides expertise pre-
dictions for any given set of required skills (HMM-W2V reputation).

In theory, compared to current reputation scores in online la-
bor markets, HMM-W2V reputation should be closer to the true
expertise of contractors on a given set of skills. Since these mar-
kets attract millions of contractors of various abilities, HMM-W2V
reputation is likely to form a de�ated, Paretian distribution [38].
Empirical evaluation of the HMM framework on 61,330 completed
tasks from a major online labor market shows that, compared to
current reputation scores, HMM-W2V reputation is (1) de�ated,
and (2) a better predictor of contractor performance on a any given
set of skills.

This work is the �rst to propose a data-driven solution that dy-
namically estimates contractors’ expertise in online labor markets.
Competency-speci�c estimates provide de�ated scores for the dy-
namic expertise of contractors on any given set of skills. These
estimates can improve an online labor market’s transaction e�cacy
through better and more relevant candidate recommendations [30].
Better-informed buyers are likely to make more successful hiring
decisions (through accurate opening-speci�c expertise estimates)
and as a result continue using the platform. At the same time, the
market can better understand the demand and supply of experi-
enced contractors in every competency dimension, and create any
necessary interventions. Finally, the proposed framework gener-
alizes beyond online labor markets, and it is directly applicable to
other markets that su�er from reputation in�ation, such as Amazon,
Yelp, and TripAdvisor.

2 RESEARCH CONTEXT
Digital markets signal the quality of their services (or products)
through online reputation systems. The strong economic impact
of these systems on product selection and quality assessment has
been repeatedly veri�ed in multiple contexts [1, 3, 12, 13, 23, 29, 44].
Next, we discuss the importance of reputation signals in the context
of an online labor market.

2.1 Reputation in online labor markets
Buyers place a very signi�cant weight on contractors’ reputation
when making hiring decisions [45], and they are willing to trade-o�
reputation and price to accept higher bids posted by more reputable
contractors [36]. This trade-o� is also observed on the contractor
side, where the contractor’s past performance has a signi�cant im-
pact on future wages [7]. Reputation can be a signi�cant predictor
of success for �xed-price contracts [32], and it can substantially
improve contractors’ subsequent employment outcomes [39]. Fur-
thermore, reputation can capture latent qualities of a contractor
that transfer across multiple task categories that require a diverse

Table 1: Data summary

Obs. Min Mean Median Max StD

Hourly wage 61,330 3 13.6 11.1 219 10.6
Skills per user 671,340 1 9.6 9 61 5.9
Skills per opening 61,330 1 2.4 2 21 1.7

Applications 671,340
Hires 61,330
Openings 61,330

Skills (R) 215
Unique skillsets 17,449

Contractors come from 182 countries. The dataset spans 4 years.

set of skills [27]. Overall, these works show that reputation drives
both hiring decisions and subsequent task outcomes.

2.2 Reputation in�ation
Response bias, i.e., who chooses to rate a service, drives the over-
all rating of a service more so than the actual service character-
istics [35]. One type of response bias is acquisition bias, which
recognizes that buyers typically choose services that they expect to
like [18]. This predisposition of buyers introduces a bias in the sam-
ple of users who are able to rate a service, which partially explains
the observation that overall ratings tend to be positively in�ated
on most digital platforms [19].

Reputation in�ation is present in online labormarkets aswell [14].
Even state-of-the art bilateral feedback systems [8] su�er from in-
�ation [14]. However, acquisition bias might not be the only driving
force of this in�ation. One reason for this is “Customer death” [20]:
users that receive low feedback scores leave the marketplace since
they cannot get hired, and they either create new accounts and
rejoin, or join alternative marketplaces to use. An alternative expla-
nation is that raters likely feel pressure to assign good ratings due
to ine�ciencies of current reputation systems [14]. The proposed
dynamic framework in this work tackles these ine�ciencies from
a design science perspective: it uses information from multiple
observed signals in an online labor market to create a de�ated,
informative reputation.

2.3 Reputation as a signal of expertise
In theory, reputation systems resolve information asymmetries by
providing an accurate estimate of the service (or product) qual-
ity [12]. In the context of online labor markets, service quality is
bound to the expertise of a contractor on a given set of skills. Hence,
ideally, reputation scores in online labor markets should signal a
contractor’s level of expertise. In practice however, due to reputa-
tion in�ation reputation attribution and reputation staticity, current
reputation scores fail to accurate assess a contractor’s expertise.

The focal framework of this study relies on accurate skillset-
speci�c expertise assessment. Expertise is latent, and its assessment
is a very hard task due to lack of observable signals [26]. Item Re-
sponse Theory [16] is the classic test-based approach for assessing
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expertise on a given set of skills. Other approaches use observa-
tional data to identify experts (in online communities) through
analyses of networks [21, 40, 46] and static user pro�les [6].

In the context of an online labor market there are multiple ob-
served signals that draw a more complete picture of a contractor’s
expertise. Such signals include the total number of completed jobs
and the contractor’s premium (hourly compensation). Furthermore,
through observing contractors over multiple years, online labor
markets become aware of dynamic changes in user pro�les (e.g.,
new skill acquisitions, wage �uctuations, etc.). The proposed frame-
work incorporates these observed signals to estimate the up-to-date
expertise of a contractor on any given set of skills.

3 REPUTATION INFLATION IN AN ONLINE
LABOR MARKET

The focal data forms a snapshot of 671,340 job applications that led
to 61,330 completed tasks by 17,510 contractors from a major online
labor market, GigWork (pseudonym). GigWork supports a diverse
set of tasks, including software and web development, writing and
translation, sales and marketing, data science, etc. The dataset
spans four years, and it considers only contractors who have com-
pleted two or more tasks. For these contractors the dataset includes
complete information, including any new skill acquisition, and the
complete set of their job applications.

Table 1 summarizes the dataset. Overall, the contractor pro�les
and job openings span across 215 skills. The contractors come from
182 di�erent countries, and they complete tasks for which they
earn between $3 and $219 per hour.

On GigWork, buyers rate contractors after the completion of a
task with a score Y 2 {0, 1/9, 2/9, ..., 9/9}. The platform supports
a state of the art reputation system: The buyer and the contractor
each gets two weeks to leave their feedback score – however this
is a double blind process: neither party learns its own rating before
leaving a rating for the other party. Figure 1 shows the resulting
accumulated feedback distribution on GigWork. The mean of this
distribution is 0.96 and the median 0.98. Simply put, most of the
contractors appear to have an almost perfect reputation. Hence, it
is fair to say that GigWork su�ers from reputation in�ation.

At the same time, the heterogeneity in terms of skills and quali�-
cations on the platform in combination with the fact that feedback
scores are assigned uniformly (reputation attribution) adds to the
noise of the in�ated distribution. Figure 2 shows that skills accu-
mulate vastly di�erent feedback scores: from translation, with
median 1 and mean 0.91, to twitter-marketing with median 7/9
and mean 0.74. This variation suggests that there is a need for
skill-speci�c reputation.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
METHODOLOGY

Independent contractors in an online labor market are on the look-
out for suitable opportunities. When they �nd good matches, con-
tractors submit job applications and (some of them) eventually get
hired. Once hired, they complete the assigned tasks and receive a
pre-arranged compensation along with the respective performance
feedback scores. Due to ine�ciencies of current reputation systems,
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Figure 1: Reputation in�ation on GigWork. Accumulated con-
tractor feedback scores are skewed to the right. The mean is
0.96 and the median 0.98.
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Figure 2: Boxplots of assigned feedback scores for a subset
of skills. Each boxplot includes the mean feedback score for
the respective skill.

performance feedback scores are in�ated (Figure 1), and have high
variability across di�erent skills (Figure 2).

Problem de�nition: Given a contractor’s history on the market,
our goal is to estimate a score that captures the current, de�ated and
true contractor’s expertise on any given set of skills.

The proposed framework (HMM-W2V-framework) consists of three
components. The �rst component focuses on decomposing skills
into competency dimensions that allows the framework to gener-
alize and accommodate any arbitrary number of skills. The sec-
ond component presents a dynamic model that combines multi-
ple signals to estimate a contractor’s current, competency-speci�c
expertise. The �nal component aggregates competency-speci�c
predictions to get a current estimate of the contractor’s expertise
on any arbitrary set of skills. Figure 3 draws the interconnections
of these three components, which we describe in detail next.

4.1 Component A: Skills decomposition
Buyers can request contractors with any arbitrary combination
of skills. This creates a space of tens of thousands of available
combinations of unique skillsets (Table 1). Theoretically, we could
directly estimate the expertise of a contractor on any observed
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Required skills R

Component A: Skill decomposition
(word embeddings) into a compe-

tency vector D = [d1, d2, ..., d |D| ]0

Component B: Competency-speci�c expertise

HMMd1 HMMd2 · · · HMMd |D|

Component C: Aggregation

HMM-W2V reputation (P(R))

Figure 3: The three components of the HMM-W2V-framework.
Component A maps any set of skills to competency dimen-
sions through word embeddings. Component B provides dy-
namic models (HMM) that make competency-speci�c and
up-to-date expertise estimates. Component C aggregates
these estimates to provide a skillset-speci�c expertise assess-
ment.

skillset. There are three major drawbacks of this approach: �rst,
independent of the size of the data analyzed, considering only
skillset-speci�c observations will result in very sparse training
datasets. Second, expertise is transferable [25, 27] andmany skillsets
are highly correlated. Third, an entrance of new skills would require
retraining of the complete framework from scratch.

To overcome these shortcomings we use a distributed representa-
tion of words model (word embeddings–W2V) [2, 33] that projects
individual skills into a set of competency dimensions. W2V embed
words from a vocabulary into a lower dimensional space (i.e., com-
petency dimensions), in which semantically similar words appear
close to each other, while semantically dissimilar words appear
far away from each other [33]. In the context of an online labor
market, a “skill” maps to a “word,” and a “skillset” to a “document.”
Based on this representation, W2V projects contextually similar
skills close to each other in the |D|-dimensional space of compe-
tencies. (The actual number of competency dimensions |D| is an
input parameter.)

Figure 4 shows how a randomly selected subset of skills maps
into a reduced two-dimensional space. The plot reveals hidden
contextual similarities between skills; For instance it shows that
buyers who request c++ usually also request sqlite, while buy-
ers who request python usually also request mongodb. The plot
hence indicates that python is contextually closer to mongodb than
sqlite.

The HMM-W2V-framework maps any observed skillset R into a
|D|-dimensional vector space of competencies (Figure 3). To do so,
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Figure 4: Visualization of mapped skills through W2V in a
reduced, two dimensional space through stochastic neigh-
bor embedding [17]. Contextually similar skills appear close
to each other (e.g., c++, c, sqlite), while contextually dis-
similar skills appear far away from each other (e.g., mongodb
vs. proofreading).

it aggregates competency-speci�c scores of each skill in a given
skillset. Speci�cally, a skillset R = {R1,R2, ..., R |R | }, Rk 2 R maps
to an aggregated representation as follows:

wd
R =

’
R2R

W2Vd (R), 8d 2 D , (1)

wherewd
R is the d�competency score of skillset R, and W2Vd (R) is

the W2V score for skill R in dimension d . (Alternatively, we could
use a distributed memory model (document embeddings, D2V) [31].
In practice, W2V outperformed D2V in this context.)

4.2 Component B: Competency-speci�c
expertise

At any given time (t ), each participating contractor has a level of
expertise in each available competency dimension d 2 D. This
expertise is latent (unobserved). However, for each completed task
with required skills R we observe a feedback score (Yt ) that the
contractor receives, which maps into competency-speci�c scores
Ydt = w

d
RYt , 8d 2 D. These scores (Ydt ) form up-to-date proxies of

the contractor’s expertise in each competency dimension d 2 D.
In addition to latent, a contractor’s expertise dynamically evolves

with time. Contractors gain (or lose) expertise in any competency
dimension through learning new skills, improving their knowl-
edge in others, or by completely abandoning skills that the market
deems obsolete. The HMM-W2V-framework formulates this evolution
through a structured Hidden Markov Model (HMM [15, 28]). At
any point in time t , contractors operate from a latent, competency-
speci�c state, which determines their propensity to perform with
score Ydt . Depending on these performance scores on completed
tasks, contractors stochastically transition to new latent states.
The framework assumes a set of Sd latent states that describe
Kd di�erent levels of expertise for each competency d , Sd =
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Figure 5: Two-layered structure of each competency-speci�c
HMM. The top layer includes an initial state s1, which clus-
ters all contractors when they �rst join the platform. Once
contractors start completing tasks, they emit observations
and transition to an appropriate state in the bottom layer.

{s1, s2, . . . , sKd }. The rest of the paper assumes that the unit of
time (t ) is a new completed task.

HMM structure: Every new contractor who joins the platform
has a certain level of expertise across the competency dimensions
d 2 D. As the contractor completes new tasks on the platform, we
observe signals of the contractor’s latent expertise. To capture this
behavior, the HMM-W2V-framework imposes a two-layer structure:
In the �rst layer, it assume only an initial latent state s1, where all
new contractors land. This state makes an average initial estimate
of a contractor’s competency-speci�c expertise. (Alternatively, con-
tractors could land stochastically to one of the second layer states.
This would add noise to the estimates, and as a result it could poten-
tially hurt the performance of the framework.) Once the contractors
complete their �rst job and emit an observation (i.e., Yd1 , 8d 2 D),
they stochastically transition to one of the Kd � 1 states of the
second layer. Figure 5 presents the structure with the two layers
and derives the possible transitions from each state.

To de�ne an HMM for a given competency dimension d , we need
(1) a vector of initial state probabilities �d , (2) a transition matrix
Td that stores the transition probabilities between states, and (3)
an emission matrix Ed that describes the state-speci�c probability
distributions for observations Ydt . Since every new contractor lands
in state s1, the initial probability vector of the HMM is the following:

�d = [1, 0, 0, ..., 0]0 . (2)

A contractor’s history provides multiple observable signals that
drive transitions to new expertise states (e.g., received feedback
scores in previous tasks, total wages received, hiring rates, number
of completed tasks). Such historical attributes de�ne a vector Zd

t ,
which directly a�ects the transition probability matrixTd . Formally,
we de�ne the transition probability of a given contractor for a given

dimension to move from state sk to state sl at time t as follows:

�d,sk sl
�dklZ

d
t�1
= Pr(Sdt = sl |Sdt�1 = sk ;�dkl ,Z

d
t�1) = softmax(�dklZ

d
t�1) .

(3)
In the previous Equation, �dkl is the vector of coe�cients of state
sk that de�ne the weights of Zdt�1 in estimating the transition
probability to state sl .

Because of the HMM structure (Figure 5), the transition matrix
is not completely �lled with elements of Equation 3. Speci�cally, at
time t , the transition matrix has the following form:

Td (�d ,Zd
t�1) =

266666666666664

0 �d,s1s2
�d12Z

d
t�1

. . . �
s1sKd
� 1Kd Z t�1

0 �d,s2s2
�d22Z

d
t�1

. . . �
d,s2sKd
�d
2Kd

Z d
t�1

...
...

...
...

0 �
d,sKd s2
�dK2Z

d
t�1

... �
sKd sKd
�d
Kd Kd

Z d
t�1

377777777777775

, (4)

where �d = [�d11,�d12, . . . ,�dKdKd ]0.
Similarly, current, opening-speci�c observed characteristics (e.g.,

bidding price or whether or not a contractor has been invited to
apply) drive the observed emissions of the HMM (matrix Ed ). These
characteristics form a vector Xd

t which a�ects the elements of the
emission matrix. Formally, the conditional probability of observing
Ydt given the current state of the contractor Sdt is:

Pr(Ydt |Sdt = sk ;�dk ,X
d
t ) = f d (�dkX

d
t ) , (5)

where f d (.) is a continuous probability distribution (e.g., Gaussian),
and �dk is the parameter vector of the continuous distribution for
statek and competencyd . The vector of complete parameter vectors
�d (for all states sk 2 Sd ) is as follows:

�d = [�d1 ,�d2 , ...,�dKd ]0. (6)

HMM identi�cation: Given the structure of the HMM the focus
turns on estimating the parameter vectors�d , �d . To do so, wemax-
imize the conditional probability of the set of observations given
the HMM. (For simplicity, in the following analysis we drop the
superscript d . However, keep in mind that this estimation process
happens independently for each dimension d 2 D.)

Let us assume that we have the following sequence ofM obser-
vations for a given contractor i:

Y i = Yi1,Yi2, . . . ,YiM . (7)

These observations correspond to a sequence of input vectors:

X 1:M = X 1,X 2, . . . ,XM . (8)

Furthermore, let us assume that Y i is the result of a sequence of
latent states, Si :

Si = Si1, Si2, . . . , SiM , (9)

where Sim 2 S. This sequence of states is a�ected by the sequence
of historic vectors Z 1:M�1:

Z 1:M�1 = Z 1,Z 2, . . . ,ZM�1 . (10)
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Figure 6: Temporal evolution of the HMM. The structure of
the latent state sequence Si , the observed sequence of out-
comes Y i , the parameter vectors �, �, and the sequences of
input vectors X 1:M ,Z 1:M�1 for a given contractor i. For bet-
ter readability we have dropped the contractor subscript i
and the competency superscript d . As with traditional prob-
abilistic graphical models, latent states are in clear ellipses,
and observed features in shaded ones.

Figure 6 shows these sequences along with their interactions. Based
on the structure of the graph, we get the conditional likelihood of
observing sequence Y i :

Pr(Y i |Si ;�,X 1:M ) =
M÷
t=1

Pr(Yit |Sit ;�,X t ) , (11)

where Equation 5 estimates the right hand side. From Figure 6, the
conditional probability of observing the sequence Si is:

Pr(Si |�,Z 1:M�1) = � (S1)
M÷
t=2

Pr(Sit |Sit�1; �,Z t�1) , (12)

where � (S1) is the the prior probability of being at state S1. Equa-
tion 3 estimates these transition probabilities. Since the structure
of the HMM (Figure 5) imposes that every new contractor lands in
state s1 (� (S1 = s1) = 1), the previous equation becomes:

Pr(Si |�,Z 1:M�1) =
M÷
t=2

Pr(Sit |Sit�1; �,Z t�1) . (13)

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the attributes in vectors
X ,Z , and the outcome variable Y it .

Mean Median StD Min Max

Observed
outcome (Yit )

0.86 1 0.22 0 1

Ve
ct
or

Z
t

Current reputa-
tion (FBit )

0.96 0.98 0.05 0.4 1

Total money
earned ($)

202 44 883 3 56,433

Completed jobs 3.14 2 2.17 2 39
Hiring rate 0.20 0.09 0.26 0.002 1

Ve
ct
or

X
t Invited 0.3 0 0.46 0 1

Hourly bid ($) 11.93 8.89 12.31 3 400
Buyer’s reputa-
tion

0.93 1 0.13 0 1

Rehires 0.02 0 0.1 0 1

Based on this analysis and the graph in Figure 6, the likelihood
of this sequence of observations for contractor i is as follows:

l(Y i ;�, �) = Pr(Y i |�, �,X 1:M ,Z 1:M�1)
=

’
8S i

Pr(Y i , Si |�, �,X 1:M ,Z 1:M�1)

Figure 6
=

’
8S i

Pr(Y i |Si ;�,X 1:M ) Pr(Si |�,Z 1:M�1)

= Pr (Yi1 |Si1;�,X 1)

⇥
’
8S i

M÷
t=2

Pr(Yit |Sit ;�,X t )

⇥ Pr(Sit |Sit�1; �,Z t�1), (14)

where we used the structure of the HMM to decompose the joint
probability of Pr(Y i , Si |�, �,X 1:M ,Z 1:M�1). Then, the complete
likelihood for a dataset with N contractors is:

L(�, �) =
N÷
i=1

l(Yi ;�, �) . (15)

Maximization of this likelihood estimates the parameters �, �. We
do this numerically through the limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [9]. (In practice we minimize
the negative log-likelihood.)

4.3 Component C: Aggregation
This process happens independently for each competency dimen-
sion d 2 D. As a result, for a given contractor i , each HMM esti-
mates a current (t ) competency-speci�c expertise (pdit ). To predict
the expertise of a contractor for a given opening with a set of re-
quired skills R the HMM-W2V-framework aggregates the available
competency-speci�c estimates. Let us de�ne a vector with all the
competency-speci�c weights for the opening at hand (Equation 1),

wR = [w1
R ,w

2
R , ...,w

|D |
R ]0 , (16)
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Figure 7: Number of states selection and choice of function f d , for the �ve competency dimensions d 2 D. Error bars represent
95% con�dence intervals.

and a vector with the competency-speci�c expertise estimates,

pit = [p1it ,p2it , ...,p
|D |
it ]0 . (17)

The aggregated expertise for skillset R is then the inner product of
the two:

Pit (R) = hwR · pit i . (18)

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND RESULTS
Next, we discuss the implementation details and the performance
of the HMM-W2V-framework.

5.1 Features
Figure 6 shows how vectors Zt and Xt a�ect the transitions and
the emissions of the HMM respectively. What variables compose
these two vectors?

Transition probabilities to new states are driven by the frame-
work’s current expertise estimate of any given contractor. Even
though actual expertise is latent, online labor markets provide ob-
served signals that are correlated with expertise. Such signals form
vector Zt , and include the accumulated feedback score, the total
amount of received wages, the hiring rate of the contractor, and the
total number of completed jobs. For each competency d 2 D, the
HMM-W2V-framework customizes these signals by weighing them
withwd

R . (Note that these signals are estimated at time t � 1, i.e., at
the completion of task t � 1.)

Similarly, emission probabilities are a�ected by other, opening-
speci�c characteristics that are not directly related to the latent
expertise of the worker (feature vector Xt ). Such characteristics
are whether or not the contractor has been invited to apply to the
speci�c opening, the bidding price of the contractor, the number
of times that a contractor has previously worked with the buyer at
hand, and the focal employer’s reputation.

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables that form
vectors X t ,Z t , as well as the outcome variable Yt .

5.2 Modeling choices and parameter estimation
For the purposes of this study, we pick the number of competency
dimensions to be |D| = 5. (In practice, engineers can experiment

with various competency dimensions – however, to keep the anal-
ysis focused, we only present results for |D| = 5.) We split the
dataset into training (66%) and test sets (34%) based on contractors
(i.e., the sequence of outcomes of each contractor can only be in
either the test or the training set, but not in both). We use the
training set to estimate the parameters of the framework and to
choose appropriate functions. We then use the test set to evaluate
the performance of the framework.

Function f d (Equation 5) and the number of states (Kd ) for each
competency are fundamental choices for the implementation of the
framework. To make the best possible choices, we estimate the con-
�gurations that yield the smallest Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) scores in the training set [37]. In particular, the framework
considers the following continuous probability distributions for
modeling function f d :

f d 2 { Gaussian, Gamma, Beta, LogNormal} 8d 2 D , (19)

and the following set of number of states:

Kd 2 {2, 3, ..., 6},8d 2 D . (20)

For each combination in {Kd ⇥ f d }, we estimate the the set of
parameters �d , �d that maximize the likelihood of Equation 15.
Because the optimization process depends on the initialization
of �d , �d , it is prone to stuck in local maxima. To increase the
likelihood of reaching a potential global maximum, we conduct
a search of 1,000 random initializations for each combination in
{Kd ⇥ f d }. Finally, for each competency dimension d 2 D we pick
the con�guration that yields the lowest BIC score.

Figure 7 shows the BIC scores for a series of con�gurations, for
each one of the �ve competencies we consider. In terms of the emis-
sion function f d , Beta seems to perform statistically signi�cantly
better than the other three choices, for competencies 0,2,3,4. In com-
petency 1, Beta performs on par with the Lognormal distribution.
In terms of number of states selection, none of the available choices
is statistically signi�cantly better than the rest (given f d =Beta).
The con�gurations that yielded the minimum BIC scores are:

• Competency-0: K0 = 6 states, f 0 =Beta emissions.
• Competency-1: K1 = 3 states, f 1 =Beta emissions.
• Competency-2: K2 = 4 states, f 2 =Beta emissions.
• Competency-3: K3 = 6 states, f 3 =Beta emissions.
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Table 3: Regression analysis of the HMM-W2V-framework and the two baselines.

DV: Observed rating (A1) (A2) (A3) (A4) (A5) (A6) (A7) (A8)

Current reputation -0.004 -0.097⇤⇤⇤ -0.017⇤ -0.108⇤⇤⇤
(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Current reputation (squared) 0.121⇤⇤⇤ 0.124⇤⇤⇤
(0.03) (0.03)

Bayesian average 0.047 -0.090 0.070 0.302
(0.04) (0.36) (0.05) (0.36)

Bayesian average (squared) 0.084 -0.169
(0.22) (0.22)

HMM-W2V reputation 0.175⇤⇤⇤ 0.561⇤⇤⇤ 0.177⇤⇤⇤ 0.567⇤⇤⇤
(0.02) (0.11) (0.02) (0.11)

HMM-W2V reputation (squared) -0.313⇤⇤⇤ -0.315⇤⇤⇤
(0.08) (0.08)

R2 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.012

Robust standard errors in parentheses. The constant term is estimated but omitted from the table. (⇤⇤⇤p�value < 0.001,
⇤⇤p�value < 0.01, ⇤p�value < 0.05).

• Competency-4: K4 = 4 states, f 4 =Beta emissions.

After estimating the parameters and choosing the states kd and
functions f d , the HMM-W2V-framework is ready to estimate the
latent expertise of the contractors in the test set.

5.3 Results
Because contractors’ levels of expertise are latent, the evaluation
of the HMM-W2V-framework is not straightforward. Recall that the
main goal of this study is to estimate scores that (1) are not in�ated
(like the current reputation scores), and (2) they capture the up-to-
date expertise of contractors on any arbitrary set of skills. Testing
whether the HMM-W2V-framework de�ates reputation is straightfor-
ward through estimating and plotting the resulting distribution of
Pit (R). To evaluate whether the information of HMM-W2V repu-
tation is more accurate than current reputation, we use as ground
truth the observed outcomes of each task in the test set.

Baselines: Two baseline algorithms form a benchmark for the
HMM-W2V reputation. The �rst one, is the current accumulated
feedback score of GigWork. The second baseline is a Bayesian av-
erage of current reputation, which is frequently used for ranking
items with star ratings [10, 34]. The Bayesian average for contractor
i at time � is as follows:

Bayesian average:BAi� =
htaskshfb +

Õ��1
t=1 Yit

htasks + (� � 1) , (21)

where htasks and hfb are priors for the number of completed tasks
per contractor and the contractor outcomes respectively. We set
these priors to the mean values of the training set.
Reputation de�ation: Figure 8 compares the distributions of the
two baselines and the HMM-W2V reputation. Visually, the two
baseline distributions are shifted to the right, while the focal HMM-
W2V reputation distribution is almost centered at 0.5. While the two
baselines take values in [0.4,1] (current reputation) and [0.56.0.99]
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Table 4: Predictive performance of the HMM-W2V-framework compared to the two baselines.

Predictive analysis Ranking correlations Mutual Information
MAE MSE Kendall � Spearman’s rank

Current reputation 0.17 ± 0.007 0.061 ± 0.001 0.07⇤⇤⇤ 0.05⇤⇤⇤ 0.006

Bayesian average 0.18 ± 0.007 0.061 ± 0.001 0.01⇤⇤ 0.01⇤⇤ 0.006

HMM-W2V reputation 0.14 ± 0.003 0.057 ± 0.001 0.12⇤⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤⇤ 0.016

Improvement over baselines 16%-17% 7% 71%-1100% 80% - 800% 166%

(95% Con�dence intervals for MAE and MSE. ⇤⇤⇤p�value < 0.001, ⇤⇤p�value < 0.01.)

(Bayesian average), HMM-W2V reputation de�ates these scores
to [0,1]. The mean of current reputation is 0.96, while Bayesian
average brings this mean down to 0.88. However, the mean of HMM-
W2V reputation is down to 0.52. Finally, while the two baselines
have low variation (Standard deviation around 0.05), the de�ated
distribution clearly ranks contractors in the available space, with a
standard deviation (0.16) 3.2 times higher than the baselines.

HMM-W2V reputation accuracy:The de�ated distributionwould
have had very little value if the de�ated HMM-W2V reputation was
not a better (than the baselines) representation of the latent con-
tractor expertise. Four metrics test this:

• Regression analysis: Does HMM-W2V reputation better ex-
plain the observed outcomes Yit than the two baselines?

• Predictive analysis: Does HMM-W2V reputation better pre-
dict the observed outcomes Yit than the two baselines?

• Ranking correlation: Does HMM-W2V reputation rank con-
tractors better than the two baselines?

• Mutual information: Does HMM-W2V reputation and the
observed outcomesYit yield higher mutual information than
the two baselines?

For the regression analysis we estimate the following speci�ca-
tion:

Yit = c1 +c2poly(Pit (R), 2)+c3poly(FBit , 2)+c4poly(BAit , 2) , (22)

where poly(x ,2) estimates the �rst and second order of variable x .
Table 3 shows the results. These models use the complete test set
to estimate the necessary parameters. Columns (A1,A2) show mod-
els that consider only current reputation scores (FBit ). Columns
(A3,A4) show models that consider only Bayesian average scores
(BAit ). Columns (A5,A6) show models that consider only HMM-
W2V reputation scores (Pit (R)). The comparison shows that HMM-
W2V reputation has higher explanatory power than the two base-
lines, as it yields more than 10 times greater R2, while coe�cients c2
are consistently statistically signi�cant (p < 0.001). Models (A7,A8)
show how the six variables behave when we estimate the complete
speci�cation of Equation 22. Again, the coe�cients of HMM-W2V
reputation remain large and statistically signi�cant (p < 0.001).

Models A2, A4 and A6 in Table 3 test the predictive performance
of the three reputation scores. Table 4 shows the 10-fold cross vali-
dation Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE)

for the three models. The last row shows the percentage improve-
ment of the HMM-W2V reputation over the two baselines. For
both metrics HMM-W2V reputation outperforms the two baselines,
showing an improvement (decrease in errors) between 7% and 17%.

A correct expertise assessment should rank contractors accord-
ing to their likelihood of performing good in any given opening
with required skillsR. Two ranking correlation coe�cients (Kendall
� [22], Spearman’s rank [42]) test the ordinal associations between
expertise estimates and observed outcomes. Table 4 shows the clear
superiority of HMM-W2V reputation over the two baselines.

Finally, mutual information measures the dependence between
two variables [11]. Observed outcomes should be dependent to an
accurate expertise estimate. Table 4 shows that observed outcomes
are 166% more dependent to HMM-W2V reputation compared to
the two baselines.

Overall, the empirical analysis in this section shows a clear su-
periority of the HMM-W2V reputation over the two baselines, both
in terms of de�ating reputation scores and estimating the latent
contractor expertise (accuracy). This promising performance of the
HMM-W2V-framework suggests important implications for online
(labor) markets and their users. We discuss these next.

6 IMPLICATIONS
De�ated reputation scores help (1) contractors to di�erentiate, (2)
buyers to make better-informed and faster (reduced search cost [5])
decisions, and (3) the market to build more accurate recommen-
dation algorithms but also to better understand the supply dis-
tributions across latent competencies. When contractors can be
accurately di�erentiated, the quality of the supply side of the mar-
ket naturally increases. High-quality contractors are more likely to
keep participating, when low-quality contractors could potentially
give space to newcomers. When buyers make better-informed (and
faster) decisions that lead to better outcomes become more likely
to keep participating in the market. At the same time, markets
can improve the performance of their recommendation algorithms
by using HMM-W2V reputation as an additional feature. Better
recommendations imply higher income and higher transaction e�-
cacy [24, 30]. Finally, through studying the resulting HMM-W2V
reputation, markets can get a better picture of the distribution of
skills and abilities, and intervene where they think appropriate (e.g.,
through targeted advertising on skills that there is a de�cit).
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Besides the direct implications to online labor markets, the
HMM-W2V-framework can be adjusted and implemented in any on-
line market that has similar rating distributions for products or
services. Amazon for instance could deploy the proposed frame-
work to de�ate product ratings. In this scenario, the dimensions
could be latent product characteristics, and the required skills could
be the preferences of the buyer across these latent product charac-
teristics. Similarly, reputation platforms such as Yelp and TripAd-
visor could use this framework, as they could decompose venue
features to latent dimensions and ask for user preferences across
these dimensions.

In conclusion, we presented a framework that de�ates reputation
in online labor markets through solving reputation attribution and
reputation staticity. Analysis of real hiring decisions from an online
labor market showed a clean superiority of the proposed framework
over current reputation and a Bayesian average baseline.
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